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goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 19/04/2007 :  20:48:07  

I'm doing well with my purchases lately ... a few more from the past week :

"But I love singing... either that or I'm completely crazy."

boztiggs
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3367 Posts

Posted - 19/04/2007 :  20:58:35    

Wow, thats a hell of a lot in a week !! 

Neil

" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see him soon oh-oh"

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 20/04/2007 :  02:27:51    

Why aren't you showing that copy of White Heat you pinched from me Bev? 

We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info
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Australia
5805 Posts

Clare xoxo

"When you smile, i can tell we know each other very well.."

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 20/04/2007 :  22:36:23  

quote:

Originally posted by allherfaces

Why aren't you showing that copy of White Heat you pinched from me Bev? 

That wasn't White Heat ya prawn... it was 'The Look of Love', middle right! I know as you get older your mind starts to go but do try and kee
dear!!!!   

I love the music shop in Henley, always a good supply when I go in there! 

"But I love singing... either that or I'm completely crazy."

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 24/04/2007 :  15:20:17    

I've added a few more things to my Dusty wall. Some postcard things from Dusty Day, Tim's artwork and 2 photos of Dusty's marker. My dad 
making me a shelf that i asked for 3 months ago so i can put all my Dusty things on there too

Clare xoxo

"When you smile, i can tell we know each other very well.."

paula
Moderator

Posted - 25/04/2007 :  03:28:11  

quote:

Originally posted by dusty_freak

I've added a few more things to my Dusty wall. Some postcard things from Dusty Day, Tim's artwork and 2 photos of Dusty's marker. My dad is finally making me
shelf that i asked for 3 months ago so i can put all my Dusty things on there too
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USA
5012 Posts

Clare xoxo

"When you smile, i can tell we know each other very well.."

yeah, he's gonna have to paint that wall too, when you rip all of those pics off

.....oh and..nice wall, Clare...must make for pleasant dreams 

paula x

Edited by - paula on 25/04/2007 03:30:01

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 01/05/2007 :  23:32:03  

Not a bad purchase for 60p!!! 
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"But I love singing... either that or I'm completely crazy."

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 02/05/2007 :  01:53:37  

Bev, I must come shopping with you sometime!

xx
Kathy

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 02/05/2007 :  03:52:36    

Are you serious? 60p for that?! Omg now thats a bargain if i ever saw one. Nice shopping Bev

Clare xoxo

"When you smile, i can tell we know each other very well.."

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 02/05/2007 :  18:33:29      

I think ME and Bev need to go on a little shopping trip someday.

Matt.

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 02/05/2007 :  19:36:32      

Just lookin' through my collection - if you're not careful, I may just post a photo 

Matt.

Tim
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Posted - 02/05/2007 :  20:30:00    

Nice wall Clare - I'm not allowed one...

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 03/05/2007 :  00:41:50  

quote:

Originally posted by Kathy

Bev, I must come shopping with you sometime!

xx
Kathy

You're welcome to any time you're passing the UK way Kathy!! 

quote:

Originally posted by MattMidd1

I think ME and Bev need to go on a little shopping trip someday.

Matt.

Now there's an offer you can't refuse Matt!!  

It's amazing what you can find if you're prepared to look through piles of old LPs and 45s in charity shops all over Sussex!!! Some are a lot mo
expensive than others but now and then you can find an absolute bargain!! 

I picked these two (The Springfields 'Island of Dreams' and 'Bambino') up for £1 today too :
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"But I love singing... either that or I'm completely crazy."

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 03/05/2007 :  04:05:08    

quote:

Originally posted by Tim

Nice wall Clare - I'm not allowed one...

Awww you can share mine Tim

Clare xoxo

"When you smile, i can tell we know each other very well.."

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 03/05/2007 :  17:18:58      

You make me sick Bev.

Matt.

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 03/05/2007 :  18:30:17  

Charming.

"But I love singing... either that or I'm completely crazy."

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 03/05/2007 :  18:38:44  

don't be so rude, Matt - jealousy ill-becomes you 

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 04/05/2007 :  07:09:39    

Well Bev, i say good on you for finding such bargains!

Clare xoxo

"When you smile, i can tell we know each other very well.."

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 12/05/2007 :  12:48:37  

Well, I thought it was about time I set up all my Dusty stuff and photoed it. Couldn't believe how much I had when it was all accumulated tog
a bit jumbled because the cats (ever curious) kept walking across it and moving and knocking things around. Anyway, I wanted this post to b
special as a tribute to Dusty, so here it is:
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Australia
6508 Posts

xx
Kathy

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 12/05/2007 :  16:07:41  

Your 'Where Am I Going' is a different colour to the one we got, our's was orange writing on pink. I think I like yours better. Is the black and r
an ad for Chequers?

Carole x

"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 12/05/2007 :  16:24:02  

Most of the LP records are Pam's, she bought them at the time. The Where am I Going Album is hers and was bought here in Australia. I forgo
the CD Going Back, The Very Best Of..and DWD, Dusty by Lucy O'Brien, Scissors and Paste, and the Howes' Dusty "Bible". Oh well, next time I
them...

The poster in the centre is the one I mentioned in the Oz Archives thread. Pam ripped it off the wall early one morning going to work in 1967. 
poster for the Chequers engagement Dusty had in October 1967. It needs a bit of restoring as some parts are missing (carefully hidden ) We

Carole.

xx
Kathy

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 12/05/2007 :  23:00:50    
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USA
14235 Posts

 
We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 13/05/2007 :  04:09:44  

Well the CD's are in the CD rack, the DVD's are together on a special Dusty DVD part of the TV stand (but now needs more room) and the oth
just put away at the moment. It is my intention to frame some of the other material, pictures, poster, etc. soon--although wall space is at a 
around here. 

The CD with the Grand Finale picture on it is actually just a cover I made for a CD of Dusty as DJ-disc 1 (1979), as the Grand Finale was just 
later. The other CD cover with a favourite photo of mine with Dusty with the leopard (or whatever) at the bottom of that stack, houses disc 
as DJ. Most of the DVD's obtained via LTD have had appropriate/favourite photos included with them so they can be viewed and enjoyed ofte

The LP (in magnificent monaural) that you refer to is one of Pam's, bought in Australia and is a Philips (PD159). It claims to be Dusty's second
includes songs such as All Cried Out, Can I Get a Witness, Summer is Over, My Colouring Book, and of course, IJDKWTDWM, among others. Th
the back is interesting and I will post it in the not too distant future.

Thanks for your interest in my modest Dusty stuff, be it ever so humble I guess we are all proud of our Dusty shrines.

xx
Kathy

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 13/05/2007 :  07:09:11      

Woah! You're shrine is quite beautiful Kathy 

LOVE MADS.

Tom Lovett
Little by little

United Kingdom
944 Posts

Posted - 13/05/2007 :  10:46:13  

Hi Kathy

Good to see your collection.

I see you have a copy of the AUS 'Ev'rything's Coming Up Dusty'
with the reverse cover to the UK. According to my mate in Sydney it's Dusty's rarest Aus LP and worth quitre a bit especially if you have a st

Tom.

In sparkle gown, perfection, spinning impossible arcs of vibrato through smouldering waves of invisible sound.

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 13/05/2007 :  12:30:41    

Wow Kathy, that's an awesome collection, im massively jealous of how many LP's you have!! The Evrythings Coming Up Dusty one is wikkid, i 
that photo was on the cover before. 

But i have to say that i like the orange and pink WAIG cover better than the green, it still looks good though

Definitely a nice collection there Kathy

Clare xoxo

"When you smile, i can tell we know each other very well.."

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 13/05/2007 :  13:46:27      

Nice collection Kathy! I love the Oz covers  I have a thread about the backs of EPs and LPs. It would be nice to see the back of that LP yo

about.

Matt.

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 13/05/2007 :  13:50:13  

That's interesting to know Tim, unfortunately it is the mono version, but its academic as its not for sale!  Thanks for your kind comments, M

and Clare. Yes Clare, most of the LP's (about 10) are Pam's bought at the time they came out except the It Begins Again LP shown in the pho
have that one, but I bought another from the US as the cover is much better, not only is the cover embossed, but there is an internal cover 
signature of Dusty inside (seen in the picture), which was not available with the Aussie version. I still have a phono to play them and put the
time to time. Maybe one day I'll transfer them to CD, crackles an all!

xx
Kathy

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 13/05/2007 :  14:06:37  

Oh and did you spot that the signed photo of Dusty is an original signature? Unfortunately the dedication is not to me, but hey an actual sign
Dusty's is special.

Here, in part is what appears on the back of the Album cover that Nancy asked about:
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Ask a stupid question, and she invariably gives a far-out answer:

"What luxury would you want most?"

"All of Twentieth Century Fox musicals: I could sit in bed, push a button and get any movie I wanted." 

"What was your greatest handicap in starting out?"

"My face and middle-class background. The upper and lower classes are uninhibited; the middle-class are too restricted."

"If you had to do it all over again, would you do it any differently?"

"That's a question for Marlene Dietrich. Come back in fifty years."

She likes the glory of her career but hates work. She has an aunt who works unglamourously in social work, her father works for the income t
her brother writes, she lives on a dull street (Baker Street) and loves flying and arriving at places, particularly Rome and New York. She has b
described as "hip" and "in". She is.

She never seems to be the same for there is a constant element of the unexpected about her. She comes on stage simply dressed (sic) looki
cool jazz singer, but her voice is unexpectedly husky in the manner of the "belter".... As a singer she wants to keep developing, "I don't want
entertainer doing a lot of silly things on stage like wearing hats and dancing." and "I want to sing songs I like and make other people like them
of LP jacket quote)

You have Dusty and you do!

xx
Kathy

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 13/05/2007 :  17:39:17    

That's a beautiful shrine, Kathy! What a superb collection. Though I understand the cats trying to reclaim their playing ground! 

Cor xx

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 13/05/2007 :  19:24:37    

That was an interesting read, Kathy. 

I've always found it interesting how Dusty refers to the 20th century Fox musicals--I want to explore that more--I think that included Shirley
In the US we often think of MGM as having the great musicals....or maybe theirs just have gotten more publicity from the retrospective films 
them.

Anyway, that was Tom who commented to you, not Tim. Two different guys! 

When you are bored, Kathy, do some close ups of some of the unusual items in your collection.

 
We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 14/05/2007 :  03:52:28  

My apologies, Tom, I can only put it down to a senior moment. Thanks so much for your comments about the LP.

xx
Kathy

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 14/05/2007 :  03:55:33  

Cor, I love your new avatar, you look years younger.

xx
Kathy

misty
I’ll try anything

Posted - 14/05/2007 :  07:35:11  

Cor-
Just when I get used to your avatar, you change. Did really like the one two back.

misty
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Sweden
6080 Posts

From the lovely Kathy I received a wonderful new DVD with a beautiful cover to add to my shrine. Thank you so much! 

Cor xx

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 15/05/2007 :  00:43:57  

Glad you liked it Cor. I can't take much credit for it as I bought the original from an internet company in Oz as a large postcard (with a printed
stamp on the back!). Thought it would make a nice cover for some Dusty clips. They have some interesting stuff, including fridge magnets an
with Dusty on.

xx
Kathy

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 15/05/2007 :  04:21:43    

What a delicious cover.

 
We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 15/05/2007 :  06:49:39  

Here's the "Dusty" part of our fridge:

xx
Kathy
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Australia
6508 Posts

xx
Kathy

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 15/05/2007 :  07:48:00  

Best song on the album IMHO is I've Been Wrong Before. I know I'll probably get some flak on that from the "I had a Talk with my Man" devote
like stirring.

xx
Kathy

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 18/05/2007 :  00:09:57  

My 'Dusty' hallway has grown by two piccies  :
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Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 18/05/2007 :  02:11:25  

That hallway is great Bev! 

xx
Kathy

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 18/05/2007 :  10:59:54    

quote:

Originally posted by Kathy

I can't take much credit for it as I bought the original from an internet company in Oz as a large postcard (with a printed Dusty stamp on the back!). Thought it w
make a nice cover for some Dusty clips. They have some interesting stuff, including fridge magnets and calenders with Dusty on.

xx
Kathy

That sounds like the company of my old friend Marg!  Accidentally, my fridge looks much the same as yours, Kathy!!

Cor xx

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 18/05/2007 :  13:25:09  

How interesting and what a co-incidence Cor.  The Company is in Sydney, I think it has Elvis in the name, would have to look it up again to 

xx
Kathy

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 18/05/2007 :  15:28:01  

great shrines, everyone!!! 

Bev, i'm honoured to be a part of your Dusty Hallway 

oh, and i have some similar magnets as well, Kathy:
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Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 18/05/2007 :  15:46:39  

Hey, it looks as though all us Dusty fans would feel right at home no matter whose place we were at!

xx
Kathy

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 18/05/2007 :  16:36:55    

Where's everyone getting these Dusty magnets from? I want some!

Clare xoxo

"When you smile, i can tell we know each other very well.."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 18/05/2007 :  16:51:25    

Clare, Marg sells them on eBay, I think.

 
We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 18/05/2007 :  19:27:46    

I can't find Marg's stuff anymore on eBay...  Maybe she changed the name of her company?? It used to be something with "retrocool"...

But yeah, Dusty and Elvis, that's Marg. 

Cor xx

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 19/05/2007 :  04:12:28  

Actually Cor, it does sound like the same company. I recall the name retrocool --something like retrocool milk bar (popular Oz 60's name for a 
company is now Elvis Down Under. I'll see if I can find a link.

xx
Kathy

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 19/05/2007 :  05:39:32  

Cor, the company is called: *elvis*down*under*

The only Dusty related item for sale at the moment is Scissors and Paste and the item number is 280115220697. I guess you could make cont
contact seller link there. I did have the address, somewhere in the Sydney suburb of Seven Hills from memory, but I guess I threw the packag
did notice at the time though that the return address sticker was similar to yours with Dusty on it. Small world!

xx
Kathy

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 19/05/2007 :  20:41:01    

Marg made the address sticker for me!  Small world indeed!

Cor xx

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 20/05/2007 :  18:12:52  

quote:

Originally posted by scissorsophie

Bev, i'm honoured to be a part of your Dusty Hallway 
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allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 20/05/2007 :  18:41:47    

You're most welcome, Bev. It was nice spending time with you too. So glad you won that blouse!

I have used a similar picture in Powerpoint presentations for a class and on the cover sheet of a paper. I have fond memories of that afternoo

Cheers.

 
We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 20/05/2007 :  19:42:53      

I bought Arrested By You and In Private singles at the car bootie today  They were £2.50 each which is alot more that they are usually but

only money.

Matt.

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 21/05/2007 :  00:45:47    

YEAH MATT ONLY PAPER
MARY

I only think of the day I Met Dusty and MY pains go away.IT's Great!

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 21/05/2007 :  14:50:07    

quote:

Originally posted by goin back

quote:

Originally posted by scissorsophie

Bev, i'm honoured to be a part of your Dusty Hallway 

I put that piccie up with our Dust as it was a great day and I met some truly lovely people... now every time I walk along my hallway it's a reminder of all you guy
I met that day and on Dusty Day and how welcome you all made me feel. 

Thank you for some wonderful memories of a special weekend!!  

It was awesome to see you too Bev, we should all be so proud that we're up in your Hallway

Clare xoxo

"When you smile, i can tell we know each other very well.."

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 22/05/2007 :  16:11:15  

I'm glad you all don't mind being on my wall!! 

It's been a good Dusty day today... my Simply Dusty and Jools Holland Giants arrived this morning then I went shopping and £2.00 was well s
these 3!   
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"But I love singing... either that or I'm completely crazy."

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 22/05/2007 :  17:06:33      

I think I may need to kill you!!! I really want that last record! It's on eBay for $50  I would also like to get Sun Songs and Loves Philosophy.

them on CD - thanks to Nancy, and they're really quite good 

A Tom Springfield Promo that I bought on eBay came today  It's got Signora Steinway and Night School. Also, I got the UK realese of Came

DSB no 19. - Paul is MEGA fast with posting.

Matt.

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 22/05/2007 :  19:07:41  

Oooer I best keep my head down!  Would it make matters worse if I told you that I got that last record for the grand total of 50p?!?!? 

I'll keep my eyes open and if I see any of the ones you want Matt I'll get them for you... just so you don't kill me!!

"But I love singing... either that or I'm completely crazy."

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 22/05/2007 :  19:12:58      

hmmm.. I'll think about it  Thanks  I'll have a lookie out for you too 

Matt.

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 07/06/2007 :  14:35:32    

My dad finally made the freakin shelf i've been asking him to make forever! It's actually really nice, and today i put up all my Dusty stuff. I add
more to my wall too. Im really impressed with it, and now every night when i go to bed im looking directly at Dusty
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Australia
5805 Posts
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It didn't all fit in one photo, sorry!

Clare xoxo

"Put it in a letter, if that'll make it better..."

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 07/06/2007 :  15:28:56  

Clare, that is an amazing amount of Dusty stuff. You have a great shrine. I notice Tamsin crept in there, but I guess she has earned her plac
she's the one who led you to Dusty!  Anyway, how lovely to be surrounded by Dusty when you drop off to sleep and when you wake up in t

Sweet Dreams!

xx
Kathy

"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 07/06/2007 :  15:45:48    

OH THAT IS SO SO NICE 
MARY

I only think of the day I Met Dusty and MY pains go away.IT's Great!

Laura
Administrator

United Kingdom
3075 Posts

Posted - 07/06/2007 :  16:04:44      

That seriously has to be one of the coolest shrines I ever did see! Nice work

http://web.mac.com/mused_violetfly

Mark
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
5309 Posts

Posted - 07/06/2007 :  19:30:24  

Tell your Dad he's done an excellent job with the shelving Clare!....it's a beautiful shrine

Mark

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 07/06/2007 :  20:22:36      

Lookin' Gooooooood! It looks great 

Matt.
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Australia
3323 Posts

LOVE MADS.

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 08/06/2007 :  01:32:18  

very impressive, Clare..it's like the Dusty store ...as Kathy said..Sweet Dreams.

paula x

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 08/06/2007 :  11:56:33  

your shrine is lovely, Clare - good work!!! 

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 08/06/2007 :  12:43:37    

Oh wow, thanks guys! I didn't think people would think very much of it but there ya go! My dad is very touched by everyone's comments as h
realise how important it was to me and he appreciates the comments you have made  So looks like if i ever need a shelf again, i'll get it asap

Yep Kathy, Tamsin had to make her way onto my Dusty wall, she bloody well deserves it as far as im concerned

Clare xoxo

"Put it in a letter, if that'll make it better..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 09/06/2007 :  13:07:10    

Very well done, Clare !! I bet your DAd will make some good money making special shelves for all of us.

Splendid display of so many fine items!! I think you're an A+ fan!

I'm so impressed and girls, it ain't easy! 

 
We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 16/06/2007 :  23:41:14  

There was a record fair in one of my local towns today and I managed to spend £15 and come away with these few :

Also a friend of mine was out shopping last weekend when I was away and turned up with these LPs cos she thought I'd like them! Unfortuna
already have them both so if anyone out there wants either of them give us a shout.. they were £3.00 each! 
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allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 17/06/2007 :  00:20:55    

Great finds, Bev! 

I'd love the left one if it could be sent to America without costing an arm and a leg. If you go to the London meetup tomorrow, you could give
to pass on to me. I'm sure she'd fork over the 3 quid! 

 
We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 23/06/2007 :  00:35:37  

Sorry I've not responded earlier but I've not been overly well - keep getting terrible headaches, dizziness and fainting spells and am having all
tests done to find out what's going on so I've not been at my best!

I wonder how easy it would be to send an LP to the States without it arriving in a thousand little pieces... I know what the postal service is l
you like me to give it a go and see what happens or hang onto it until something else can be arranged? 

And just to double check, it's this one yeah?

"When in doubt, clean the cat box... that levels you out quicker than anything I can think of."

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 23/06/2007 :  04:01:26  

Bev, sorry to hear you have not been well. Hope all the tests turn out ok for you. Let us know how it goes.  

I've had LPs sent to me (Dusty ones of course ) from the US to OZ and they arrived in excellent condition. They were tightly packaged in ca

and sent airmail with the usual do not bend stickers on them. They were only moderately expensive to send, about $12-15 US I recall. 

xx
Kathy

"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 23/06/2007 :  10:42:35      

omg! I keep gettin the same, Bev. I'm also SOOO tired all the time. I been off school for a week now but I don't feel any better  

Once again Bev, you make me sick  I been after Dusty Definitely for ages now. Maybe I'm mixing with the wrong crowd 

Matt.

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 23/06/2007 :  12:31:17  

Matt, go and have a blood test, you may have the "kissing disease"  Seriously, hope you are ok Matt. If you are a little down that can make

tired. While you are home from school turn to the Aussie Slang section and learn a new language. 

xx
Kathy

"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 23/06/2007 :  13:49:27      

urgh, my mum told me I might have glandular fever, but I can't be bothered to go down to the quacks. lol. Thanks for the concern Kathy  w

finally get my a**e down to the quack center I'll let you know how it goes.

Back to the shrines! I forgot to tell you all  but I bought an advert for Cameo and one for Learn To Say Goodbye and one for Living Without

on eBay a coupla weeks ago  I love them and I've framed the first 2.

Matt.

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 23/06/2007 :  14:21:27  

Matt, you should get the possibility of glandular fever checked out. If not treated it can leave you with heart problems and you don't want th
stuff around, do it-- it only requires a blood test!
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MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 23/06/2007 :  14:53:56      

oOo I'm gonna check that out, thanks Kathy  I'm gonna make an appointment on Tuesday for a blood test. I don't want more problems  I

gonna see if I can scan the ads then I don't get the reflection of me in the photo, lol, but they might be too big. I'll give it a try any way.

Matt.

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 23/06/2007 :  15:14:32      

Thats 2 of em. I'll try and take a photo of the other one sometime but I'm too tired to do it now.

Matt.

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 23/06/2007 :  17:14:32    

Do go to the "quacks" Matt....if it's mono, it can damage more than your heart, as if that's not bad enuf.

Love the 2nd advert especially. Very nice acquisitions.

 
We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

A t li

Posted - 23/06/2007 :  18:06:21    

Matt, i had Glandular Fever for such a long time and if you don't get it checked out and rest for like ages then it can turn to Chronic Fatigue w
something you really don't want. Sorry to be so off topic, but you really cannot ignore this. It's a b*tch of a disease to get.

Clare xoxo

"If you want just a little bit, you'll have to take all of me..."
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allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 23/06/2007 :  18:43:04    

Can't it also make men sterile? 
Now I'm really scaring you....so get to the doctor, sez Bosseh!

 
We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 23/06/2007 :  18:49:38      

Being sterile doesn't affect my... libido... tho does it? Then I'm not bothered . Kidding I'm gettin an appointment for tuesday.

Back to shrines!

Matt.

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 24/06/2007 :  01:31:19  

quote:

Originally posted by MattMidd1

omg! I keep gettin the same, Bev. I'm also SOOO tired all the time. I been off school for a week now but I don't feel any better  

Once again Bev, you make me sick  I been after Dusty Definitely for ages now. Maybe I'm mixing with the wrong crowd 

Matt.

It's not pleasant is it?! I've had full bloods done and should get the results on Monday then we take it from there - you should get the same d
Matt!

Aww I'm sorry I keep making you sick  I'll just not tell you when I find anything else... how's that sound?! 

P.S. There are a couple of DDs for sale on ebay at the moment but if you don't manage any of them I'll keep my eyes peeled in case I see it a
and I'll snap it up for ya mate.

Hope you feel better soon too!

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 24/06/2007 :  09:18:56      

awww Thanks Bev! It would be great if you could have a lookie  I hope you don't have GF!

Matt.

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 03/07/2007 :  23:07:17  

Have now put this up as a lovely reminder of Dusty Day and the wonderful people who haven't sold our girl down the river (Sorry Carole but y
to get into one piccie so you're immortalised in my lounge! ) All my friends think it's lovely even so  :
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Any luck with getting hold of DD Matt? Hope you're feeling better too!

B x

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 04/07/2007 :  17:21:43      

awww, no I haven't got DD yet, but I have got my eye on one  Great find Bev! I really like Madelines voice.

Matt.

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 04/07/2007 :  21:39:42  

I'm honoured Bev

Carole x

"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 06/07/2007 :  04:16:53  

Well, I ordered this back in May (sight unseen) and finally got around to picking it up yesterday. Finally I have something on the wall honourin
would have preferred different songs as these are not my favourites, but still I think it looks good.
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Australia
6508 Posts

xx
Kathy

"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 06/07/2007 :  14:38:34    

I love it, Kathy. It's nice how they used that less well known pic of Dusty. I also think the few sentences describing her are spot on. 

How large is it and where did you get it?

 
We're here for Dusty...
http://www.dustyspringfield.info

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 07/07/2007 :  08:13:30  

I spotted this type of thing in a framing/picture shop in Wollongong. (half way from my place to Sydney) There were versions with U2, The Be
etc etc. I flipped through all the pictures but there was no Dusty. So I asked if there was a Dusty one (I thought I had seen one on eBay som
before). The people (who were Arabs) wanted to know if she was a Country singer!  (only occasionally lol!) Anyway, I had to order it sight u

put a deposit on it wondering if I might get Dolly Parton or Loretta Lynn! . So I uttered a great sigh of relief when it actually was Dusty. The

about 23 inches across and 19 down and was fully framed as seen here. The CD things in it are full size so that should give you some idea! 

it was good value for $65 Aussie dollars which is around $US50.

xx
Kathy

"I sometimes smile when I think of how I looked then..."

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 07/07/2007 :  10:23:55    

Gosh! Niiiiiiice, Kathy!!!

Cor xx

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 07/07/2007 :  21:21:59  

quote:

Originally posted by daydreamer

I'm honoured Bev
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"When in doubt, clean the cat box... that levels you out quicker than anything I can think of."

goin back
Little by little

United Kingdom
519 Posts

Posted - 16/07/2007 :  23:31:51  

Another addition to my collection (In Private 12 inch) for the grand price of 10p!! 

"When in doubt, clean the cat box... that levels you out quicker than anything I can think of."
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